Testimonial

TechMix Equine
Keep your horse healthy with TechMix
“TechMix products really do make the difference,” says Carla Cline of
Chino Valley, AZ. Cline is a trainer of forty horses and currently has
twenty of her own. Cline’s horses do anything from trail riding to halter,
pleasure, and English. Cline is an avid user of many of the TechMix
equine products, including Equine Natu-Joint, Equine Natu-Lax, Equine
Restart™, Equine BlueLite® Pellets, Equine BlueLite® Jel, and Equine Hoof
Protect. “Every horse that I train at my facility is fed TechMix products,”
says Cline. “And when horses leave my training facility, I send product
with the owners and recommend the continued use daily.”
Cline top dresses Equine Restart on her horses feed every day. With a
blend of fatty acids, probiotics, electrolytes, and antioxidants, Equine
Restart is the perfect every day supplement. “Equine Restart really
makes a big difference,” says Cline. “My horses’ coat conditions are phenomenal, overall health is improved along with their
daily feed efficiency.”
Cline travels between Arizona and Texas frequently for shows. “I use Equine BlueLite Pellets before traveling to a show,” says
Cline. “I have never had a problem with getting horses to drink, they travel well, and will drink on the trailer with this product it is the best electrolyte product that I’ve ever found!” Cline will also offer her horses Equine BlueLite Jel if they are not drinking
normally. “If one of my horses isn’t drinking, I give them a tube of Equine BlueLite Jel and that takes care of any problems,” says
Cline.
Another product that Cline offers her horses on a daily basis is Equine Natu-Joint. Equine Natu-Joint helps to decrease
deterioration of cartilage tissue in joints by supplying the necessary building blocks to help the body manufacture its own
natural cartilage. “All of the horses I train, whether they are two years old or aged horses, get Equine Natu-Joint,” says Cline. “I
don’t see stiffness in my horses like I used to.”
Proper hoof care is essential to maintaining
the well-being and performance of horses.
Equine Hoof Protect provides ingredients
essential to keeping horse hooves strong
and healthy. A few years back, Cline had
a horse that separated its hoof from its
coronet bands. “That mare needed to grow
an entire new hoof,” says Cline. “This can be
a very expensive problem, but I put her on
Equine Hoof Protect and exactly one year
later, she was back to showing and in great
health. I absolutely love this product!”
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